
Seating



.

The right chair can make a big difference in your day. Everyone has their own tasks, taste and work style... and    
 their own idea of comfort. Trendway has seating to respond to individual needs and preferences, whether you  
 spend your time in long meetings, concentrated tasking or casual café conferences. And with our wide  
 selection of seating textiles, you can create a statement to express your personal style.

We take seating personally.
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T51

UPHOLSTERY COLORS

Black Leather

OrangeGrey Mauve Light Blue

Black Green Yellow

T51  |  GUESTT51  |  TASK T51  |  EXECUTIVE T51  |  EXECUTIVE T51  |  EXECUTIVE 

Winner of four international design awards, Trendway’s T51 Chair combines  
 comfort technologies with smart, minimalist design. This high-performance task    
 chair was developed to support the full range of human motion and provide 
 maximum comfort through the most innovative ergonomics. Its simple, elegant       
 profile is shaped to dynamically fit the natural curve of the body. With 3D  
 adjustable arms, an innovative lumbar support, and sliding seat pan, T51 is  
 sure to meet the ergonomic needs of your team! And the T51 guest offers the       
 perfect complement, with a simple, understated cantilever design ideal for  
 conference rooms and side seating.

Design meets mega ergonomics.

T51  |  Height, depth and pivot adjustable arms  |  Adjustable seat depth  |  Forward tilt mechanism  |  Polished aluminum or black base and arms  |  
Multi-position back stop  |  Synchronized tilt mechanism with side tension control  |  Optional headrest  |  Easily replaceable back and seat cushion  |  
Innovative lumbar support

Watch the T51 adjustment video at Trendway.com/T51



Sketch™ 
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Sleek, tailored and loaded with ergonomic features, Sketch seating blends beauty 
with intelligence. Rated to support 300 pounds, Sketch has what it takes to  
perform in every work environment, at a price that will make you smile. 

Sketch is offered with an upholstered or mesh back. Upholstered back models  
are available in mid-back or high-back — both backs are standard with height  
adjustability. Choose from an array of comfort control mechanisms, including  
our most popular synchronized option with 2:1 tilt ratio, ensuring a smooth,  
comfortable recline. Select a basic black arm and base, or dress it up with a  
polished aluminum base and matching loop arms.
  
Need seating fast? We offer an Express model that ships in three days, with a  
choice of arm and base options. 

The chair for everywhere.

Sketch  |  MESH BACK Sketch  |  STOOL  Sketch  |  EXPRESS   Sketch  |  HIGH-BACK Sketch  |  MID-BACK

Sketch  |  Multiple back options  |  Select from four mechanisms  |  Open loop or four-way adjustable arms  |  Standard black or optional 
polished aluminum base
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Code®

The chair that fits everyone. Code. A lean, smart profile that’s generously proportioned for comfort. Code  
adjusts easily to provide supportive seating for people large and small. The  
polished aluminum frame defines a form-fitting engineered mesh back. Code  
Executive and Task provide performance seating, with standard full ergonomic  
controls, adjustable seat depth and adjustable arms. All models except the Stool 
are rated to 300 pounds. The Conference chair offers affordable elegance. The 
Code Stool features dynamic mesh back and height-adjustable foot ring. Wherever 
you go, Code adapts.

All models available with body-responsive mesh back and upholstered seat; full 
leather option for selected models.

Code  |  EXECUTIVE  |  LEATHER Code  |  STOOL  |  MESHCode  |  CONFERENCE  |  MESHCode  |  EXECUTIVE  |  MESH Code  |  TASK  |  MESH Code   |  TASK  |  LEATHER

Code  |  Synchronized tilt mechanism with side tension control  |  Mesh back with upholstered seat or full leather upholstery



Express your individuality. With European styling and modern curves, the In Chair is both good-looking and  
 exceptionally comfortable. Options include a fully-upholstered seat and back, a  
 breathable mesh back, and a distinctively-styled guest chair.

 In seating features a standard synchro-tilt mechanism for motion control and seat  
 depth adjustment. The comfortable sit is enhanced by a choice of fully adjustable task  
 arms or beautifully tailored loop arms.  

 Best of all, In seating fits your budget easily — making it an even more attractive  
 seating choice. Make In seating uniquely yours.

In  |  MESH BACK GUESTIn  |  MESH BACK WITH LOOP ARMS In  |  MESH BACK WITH ADJUSTABLE ARMSIn  |  FULLY UPHOLSTERED WITH LOOP ARMS

White  Green Blue  Dark Blue Black  

Khaki Orange Red Espresso Charcoal  
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In™

In  | Synchronized tilt mechanism with seat depth adjustment  |  Loop or four-way adjustable arms  |  Mesh back with upholstered seat or fully  
upholstered  |  Frame and base available in Chrome, Black, Platinum or Metallic Silver  |  Loop Arms match Base color

MESH COLORS
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Snap™

Ergonomic seating for day to  
day performance.

This hardworking seating line makes day long comfort a snap. With many  
 ergonomic features and choices, it’s simple to create a Snap chair just for you.  
 Offering three back styles, a dual compound curve seat and arm options  
 including loop, 2-way or 3-way adjustable arms, Snap is sure to support all  
 users. Plus, Snap can be ordered in a wide range of standard fabrics — or   
 graded in textiles. 

 Rest assured, there’s a Snap for everyone in your office.

Snap  |  MID-BACK WITH BI BACKSnap  |  HIGH-BACK WITH BP BACK Snap  |  MID-BACK WITH BP BACK Snap  |  MID-BACK WITH BS BACK Snap  |  STOOL WITH BS BACK

Snap  |  Five mechanism choices  |  Three back options  |  Three arm options  |  Black or polished aluminum base
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Stat™ , Series  X and Y
Good looks, great value – right now.

If you need attractive, comfortable seating right now,  
choose from Stat, Series X and Series Y seating. 

The Stat chair offers full ergonomic control with flexibility  
of adjustments and smooth, quiet operation — at an  
exceptionally attractive price.

More formal in design, Series X and Series Y offer almost  
immediate delivery in leather-upholstered conference and  
executive models, designed for comfort with a contoured 
back and seat with waterfall front. 

No matter which chair you choose, you’ll find comfort  
and value — right on time. 

Stat  |  TASK

Series Y  |  MID-BACKSeries X  |  MID-BACKSeries X  |  HIGH-BACK

Stat  |  Fully adjustable mechanism for maximum ergonomics   |  Standard with height and width adjustable arms   |  Back height adjustment  
Durable black polyester crepe weave fabric

Series X and Y  |  Knee-tilt mechanism  |  Black leather  |  Five-position tilt lock  |  Seat height adjustment  |  Tilt tension control

Rexxi™

Simply, a great value.

The Rexxi chair gets back to basics, plus. Standard  
 features make it simple to adjust Rexxi to your  
 preferences. A stylish mesh back offers flexible  
 support with an eye-catching design. A unique lateral  
 flexing motion supports side-to-side movement. And  
 its price will surely please. Rexxi delivers solid value  
 as well as comfort. 

Rexxi  |  Flex support mesh back  |  Upholstered seat in dimensional knit  |  Adjustable arm height and back tension   |  Tilt mechanism
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Jet™

Need flexibility and versatility? Count on Jet to meet your needs across the company!

You’ll like this versatile, multi-use chair for all it has to offer. Stack, task, tandem and stool 
models are part of the family. Offered in a wide selection of colors, Jet’s ergonomically-
contoured polypropylene shell provides durable performance and flexible comfort. Choose 
from upholstered seat, upholstered seat and back, or non-upholstered. 

Jet  |  TASK Jet  |  STACK Jet  |  STOOLJet  |  CAFE STOOL

Jet  |  Tablet arm and book rack options  |  Available with or without upholstery Stacks 40 high on cart, 10 high on floor (non upholstered); 
10 high on cart or five on floor (upholstered)  |  Durable steel frame available in Black, Platinum or Metallic Silver for Task seating  |  Stack 
and Stool models also available in Chrome

Hardworking, mobile, stackable, and
ultimately adaptable.

Jet  |  TABLET ARM + BOOK RACK Optional cart for Jet Stacker

Black Graphite
Dark 
Purple

Medium 
Blue

Medium 
Green

Bright 
Blue Teal Green Red Burgundy Medium GrayYellow

COLORS

Ivory 

Jet  |  TANDEM



Live™
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Live a little! Practical Live seating combines style, comfort and versatility. 
Whether it’s private office, counters, cafés, shared space or break rooms, 
there’s a Live model ready to go to work for you. 

Generous proportions welcome users of every size, and side chairs stack and 
gang with ease…a chair you can easily live with. 

Live  |  SIDE/STACK Live II  |  SIDE/STACK Live  |  CAFE

Live and Live II  |  Stacks and stows with or without castors  (Live stacks up to four high on floor, Live II stacks up to three high on floor)  |  
Gangs with an optional, easy-to-use device that stows under the seat  |  Specify different fabric on the seat and back  |  Durable four-leg steel 
frame is available in Black, Platinum or Metallic Silver

There’s so much to love about Live.
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M11
Our M11 seating blends fun, form and innovative function for a unique seating  
experience. The smooth, active seat design responds to the user with a gentle  
recline, for maximum comfort in a multi-purpose chair. Options include arms or  
armless, tablet arm, under-seat book rack, ganging glides and storage cart.

Red Dark GreyPebbleGreenBlack Blue Ivory 

M11  |  Tablet arm, book rack, storage cart and ganging glide options  |  Stacks 15 high on cart, 4 high on floor  |  Durable steel frame in Chrome

COLORS

Personality meets 
functionality.

The smooth, self-adjusting design supports  
motion and flexes with your every move for
greater comfort.
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Feek™

Feek  |  Mellow One and Two Feek  |  Orca Active Small with Arms Feek  |  Orca Round and Round Mini Feek  |  Q-Bee

Seating gets more interesting with  
Feek Fundamentals.

Choose Feek for many seating areas. It’s comfortable, easy to clean and maintain —   
 plus it’s highly durable, meeting the industry standard for heavy duty usage.  

 Feek Fundamentals are ideal for collaborative spaces and meeting places. From waiting    
 areas to creative conference environments, to open, social settings, you’ll like how easily   
 Feek fits in.  
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